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Computational Thinking



Computational thinking is a fundamental skill for everyone,
not just for computer scientists.

Wing, Computational thinking



Computational Thinking
Computational concepts (March 28, Recorded)
Computational practices (April 25, Recorded)
Computational perspectives (Tonight)



concepts
sequence
loops
parallelism
events

conditionals
operators
variables
lists



practices
incremental/iterative
testing/debugging
reusing/remixing
abstracting/modularizing



perspectives
expressing
connecting
questioning



expressing
I can create.







“I like Scratch better than blogs or social networking sites 
like Facebook because we’re creating interesting games and 
projects that are fun to play, watch, and download.

 I don’t like to just talk to other people online, I like to talk 
about something creative and new.”



AV: What’s your favorite part about Scratch?

Scratcher: Um, maybe that once you upload the
whole working thing that you have a project.
Or maybe it’s just the creativity of Scratch.

AV: What do you mean by that? Can you tell us a bit more 
about what it means to be creative with Scratch?

Scratcher: Well it’s just that there’s endless possibilities.
It’s not like you can just make this project or
this project and that’s all that you can make. 



connecting
I can do different things when I have access to others.



creating with others
co-creation, co-authoring

creating for others
intentional audience





entertain	  

equip	  

engage	  

educate	  





questioning
I can ask questions to make sense of the world.





“I love Scratch. Wait, let me rephrase that – 
Scratch is my life. I have made many projects. 

Now I have what I call a ‘programmer’s mind’. 

That is where I think about how anything is programmed. 
This has gone from toasters, car electrical systems,
and soooo much more.”





Cultivating CT perspectives
expressing

- supporting a diversity of creations
connecting

- supporting collaborative activities, connecting online
questioning

- looking beyond Scratch



Thank You!
http://scratched.media.mit.edu
http://events.scratch.mit.edu

Next webinar: Educator Show & Tell
Monday, June 27, 2011
7pm-8pm EST

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2011-05-webinar


